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Sabine Schmidtke 

AJ-C Allama al-I:fi.lli and Shi Cite MuCtazilite Theology 

1. 

I;Iasan b. Yusuf b. al-Mu!ahhar al-I;IillI, who is usually known as 
al-CAllama al-I;Iillt (648/1250-726/1325), is certainly not an unknown 
figure among western scholars on Islam. His major contribution to the 
development of ShiCite law has long been acknowledged and his legal 
works are considered nowadays among the ShiCite community as 
belonging to the most authoritative writings in this field . Moreover, he 
contributed important writings in the field of methodology of law (u$ill 
al-:fiqh) where especially his Kitiib Mabadi al-wu$ill ila CiJm al-u$ill and 
his more extensive Kitiib Nihayat al-WU$ill ila Czlm al-u$ill should be 
mentioned. 
Especially because of the translation of his creed Biib al-IJadi Cashar 
together with al-Fagil al-Miqdad al-Suyfiri's (d. 821/1418) commentary 
on it by W. M. Miller into English which was published in 1928, al-I;IillI 
became further known as an authority in ShiCite theology. Among 
Shi Cites, especially his more concise treatises on theology are studied until 
today as basic texts on theology. 
Al-I;Iilli's views on the lmamate as they appear from his Ki.tab Minhifj 
al-karama ff 1-imama which was refuted by Ibn Taymiyya in his 
K. Minhifj al-sunna have been investigated by Henri Laoust in a number 
of articles. 

The present article will attempt to outline the principal characteristics of 
the theological views of the CAllama al-I;IillI in comparison with other 
relevant developments in Islamic thought. 
Taking into consideration that al-CAllama al-I;IillI belonged to the last 
innovative MuCtazilite school in ShiCism, this article will be subdivided 
into two parts. 
The first part will provide a short outline of the development of ShiCite 
theology up to the time of al-I;Iilli. The second part will mainly be 
concerned with al-I;IillI's theological views and will provide an attempt to 
show al-I;Iillt's place in the development of ShiCite kalam in relation to 
other theological schools in Islam. 
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2.1 

The earliest hnami theologians engaged in theological discussions already 
in the second century A.H., i.e. in the time of the sixth Imam JaCfar 
al-~adiq (d.148/765). Their chief representatives were Mul).ammad b. al-
NuCman, usually called ShaY!an al-Taq among his opponents, Zurara b. 
ACyan (d.150/767), Hisham b. Salim aI-JawaliqI and Hisham 
b. al-I:Iakam (d.179/795-6). None of their writings are extant and our 
knowledge about their theological views is restricted to the titles of their 
works as they are reported by Ibn al-Nadim and Shaykh al-Ti.isi and to 
the reports of the different heresiographers, especially al-Ash Cari. 
Their theological doctrines are characterised by their direct disagreement 
with the commonly accepted views of the MuCtazilites and as such also 
with the views of the later ShiCites. 
With respect to some of their positions, parallels can be found between 
these earlier Imami theologians and the Sunnite traditionalists, for 
example when they maintained that God is, after having created space, 
immanent in space, namely His throne, or when they ascribe motion to 
God. In their teaching about God's attributes, however, the early lmami 
thinkers disagreed with all parties. They rejected the concept of essential 
divine attributes which are not subject to change and maintained rather 
that all divine attributes are subject to constant change. God does not 
know for instance all things from eternity because this would necessitate 
the eternity of things . Rather, He knows only existent things. 
In regard to the question of man's acts they supported the concept of 
freedom of choice. On the other hand, however, they did not agree with 
the MuCtazilites that man is the only author of his acts but held rather an 
intermediate position between the adherents of constraint (jabr) and the 
MuCtazilite position of empowerment (tajwf</). Hisham b. al-I:Iakam for 
instance maintained that although man's act is to be defined as his choice 
since it results from his will, he is nonetheless constrained in his act 
because he requires an occasion produced by God for his act. 
However, the theory of the imamate as it was developed by Hisham 
b. al-l:{akam remained the basis for the later fully developed Imarni 
doctrine. Mankind is in permanent need for a divinely guided Imam as 
authority in religious matters. He is impeccable (maC$iim) but does not 
receive divine messages (wafui) . Each Imam was installed by his 
predecessor by an explicit appointment (na$$) and whoever rejects the 
Imam of his age is an infidel (kiffir). 
After the death of Hisham b. al-I;lakam who differed at times from the 
positions of the other representatives of the school because he was 
influenced by the dualists, the doctrines of the school were carried on for 
some time. Because of opposition both from rival ShiCite theological 
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schools and the ShiCite traditionalists who opposed the engagement in 
kalam in general, the school became soon extinct. 

The first Imami theological school which, though being independent, 
maintained positions very similar to the chief MuCtazilite views was 
founded by the Banu Nawbakht. Their chief representatives were Abu 
Ismacn b. AH b. Abi Sahl b. Nawbakht (d.311/923-4) and his nephew 
Abu MW:tammad al-Basan b. Musa al-Nawbakhti (d. between 300/912 
and 316/923). 
Since none of their works are extant, their positions can only be deduced 
from the titles of their works . The main secondary source for the 
reconstruction of their views is the AwaJil al-maqiil.iit by Shaykh al-Mufid 
(d.413/1022) where their views are regularly mentioned. 
It should be noted here that the Kitiib al-Yaqilt which was written by a 
certain Abii Isi)aq Ibrahim b. Nawbakht and upon which al-Billi wrote a 
commentary entitled Anwar al-malakilt ff sharl:i al-Yaqilt does evidently 
not reflect the views of the Banu Nawbakht. It has been suggested that 
this work was written at least one or to centuries later than the year 
340/941 which has been suggested by c Abbas Iqbal in his study on the 
Bmu Nawbakht. This view can be supported by the fact that Abii Isl).aq 
holds positions which are usually identical with the views of Abu 
1-J::-lusayn al-Ba~rt (d.436/1044). Since it is highly unlikely that Abu 
1 -I~usayn al-Ba~rt would follow such an obscure writer, as al-Billt 
suggested concerning one question, one may rather assume that Abu Isl).aq 
belonged to those ShiCite MuCtazilites whose theological views were 
influenced by the views of the school of Abu 1-Husayn al-Ba~rt . 

The Banu Nawbakht agreed with the MuCtazilites in their principal theses 
of God's unity (tawl)Jd) as they opposed any anthropomorphic conception 
of God and of His justice as they affirmed human free will and opposed 
the view that God creates man's acts. Although they held firm to the 
Imamite doctrine of the Imamate with the result that they disagreed with 
the Muctazilites on some related matters, they were nearer to the 
MuCtazilites in regard to some points than later ShiCite theologians. They 
denied for instance that the Imams may work miracles, they agreed with 
the MuCtazilites that there is an absolute difference between major and 
minor sins and affirmed likewise mutual cancellation between good and 
evil deeds. Against the MuCtazilites, however, they denied the 
intermediary position of the grave sinner between the believer and the 
unbeliever, they affirmed the principle of intercession of the prophet and 
the Imams on the Day of Judgement for the grave sinners of their 
community and maintained that the Qur:lan had undergone deletions and 
additions . 
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The strongest opposition to the lea.lam practice of the Banu Nawbakht 
which presumably led also to the extinction of this school came from the 
ShiCite traditionalists whose most important representative was Abu 
JaCfar Mui).. b. Abu 1-l;fasan CAii b. l;fusayn b. Musa b. Babuya 
al-Qurnmi, who is known as Shaykh al-~aduq (d. 381/991). 
Similar to their Sunnite COW1terparts, the Imami traditionalists categori-
cally rejected the use of reason in religious discussions. However, in 
contrast to the Sunnites, ShiCite traditionalism shared a number of 
decisive notions with the MuCtazilites. This circumstance was apparently 
the reason that MuCtazilism turned eventually out to be the prevalent 
religious current in ShiCism while traditionalism did never achieve such a 
strong position as it did in Sunnism. This general tendency of ShiCite 
traditionalism goes back to as far as the Imam JaCfar al-~adiq some of 
whose statements supported an intermediate position between Sunnite 
traditionalism and MuCtazilite doctrine, e.g. on the question of free will 
versus predestination. Other traditions most of which are ascribed to the 
eighth Imam CAii Ric.Ia (d. 203/818) support a concept of God which is in 
its abstraction and rationality closer to the MuCtazilite than to the Swmite 
traditionalist view. Ibn Babuya relied in his views usually on those 
traditions which are closer to the Muctazilite position. 

A major step towards the adoption of Muctazilite theology among 
ShiCites was taken by Shaykh Abu CAbd Allah Mui). . b. Mui).. b. NuCman 
al-Mufid (d. 413/1022) who was a student of Ibn Babuya. He is also the 
first ShiCite theologian whose works on lea.lam are extant. The most 
important of his works are his Shari; CAqa:Jid al-!jiadiiq, or Ta$1Jl/; 
al-ictiqad, in which he criticizes especially Ibn Babuya's traditionalist 
attitudes, and his Kitab awa:Jil al-maqalat. 
In contrast to Ibn Babuya, al-Mufid affirms the use of reason in religious 
matters . However, he does not go as far as the MuCtazilites who employed 
reason to the degree of the exclusion of traditions in order to support their 
positions. He rejects for instance the possibility to assign names to God 
which do not have any basis in the Qur:l an and the traditions even if 
reason points to them. 
In his theologi.cal views, al-Mufid usually takes the position of the 
MuCtazilite school of Baghdad which he considers as less rationalist than 
the school of Basra which denied that revelation leads to knowledge about 
fundamental theological questions . 

Al-Shartf al-MurtaQ.a, also called CAlam al-Hurla (d. 436/1044) who was 
a student of al-Mufid disagreed with his teacher in two respects. Reason 
is in his view the only authority which leads to the truth in religious 
matters while knowledge derived from revelation and especially from 
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traditions which is in conflict with reason must be rejected. 1bis principle 
also influenced his views in the sphere of legal methodology (u$tll 
al-.fiqh) where he outrightly rejected any authority of single traditions 
(akhbar al-ai)ad). In his theological views, al-Murtaga followed in 
contrast to al-Mufid usually the position of the school of Basra as it was 
fully developed by Abu Hashim al-JubbaOI (d. 321/933) whose followers 
are known as the Bahshamiyya. Al-Murtaga became acquainted with the 
doctrines ofthis school when he studied in Baghdad with the famous Qadi 
CAbd al-Jabbar (d . 415/1025), the author of the extensive Kitiib 
al-Mughni ff abwiib a/-tawiJJd wa-1- Cad!, and the less known Abu lsJ:iaq 
al-Na~IbinI (d. 408/1017). 
His theological views can be studied in his numerous less extensive kalam 
works and treatises which are edited. His two major kalam works, the 
Kitiib al-Mulakhkha$ ff U$tll al-din and the Kitiib al-Dhakhira ff Cilm 
al-kalam are partly extant in manuscript. A commentary on his more 
concise kalam work Kitiib Jumal al- Cilm wa-1- Carnal or Kitiib Jumal 
al-Caqa:Jid was written by his student Shaykh al-Tiisi (d. 459/1067) in 
his work Kitiib Tamhid al-u$tllfi Cilm al-kalam. Shaykh al-TusI followed 
in his theological views usually the position of al-Murtac;la as it can be 
SAen in his Kitiib al-Iqti$ad al-hadiila .tarfq al-rash/id. 

2.2 

With al-Murta<;la, the fusion of MuCtazilism and ShiCism was completed. 
However, Imamism did not compromise with Muctazilism concerning 
those principles of belief which derived from their specific doctrine of the 
Imamate. Since, according to Imami doctrine, the world cannot exist any 
moment without an Imam who is the guide of mankind, the Imamate is the 
very fotmdation of belief. 1bis belief led them to reject the MuCtazilite 
principle about the intermediary position of a grave sinner between a 
believer and an tmbeliever. Consequently, they also denied the Muctazilite 
absolute differentiation between major and minor sins and the principle of 
mutual cancellation (taf;iibu.f). The Muctazilites held that if a person does 
a good act after having committed a minor sin, the reward he deserves for 
the good act cancels out the punishment he deserved because of the 
previous sin. The same mechanism applies vice versa. However, if he 
committed a major sin, the punishment he deserves for it can impossibly 
be cancelled out by any good act. Moreove:-, because of the major sin, all 
the reward this person deserved previously because of his good acts is 
likewise automatically cancelled out. The Imamis, in contrast, held that 
not even a major sin may cancel out any of the eternal reward man 
deserves for his belief. A true believer can rather be certain of eternal 
reward in the Hereafter for his belief even if he may be punished 
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temporarily for his sins . Thus, because of this view and since the Imamis 
believed that the prophet and the Imams will intercede for the believers 
among their community on the Day of Judgement, they rejected further the 
MuCtazilite principle of the unconditional and eternal punishment of the 
grave smner. 

3.1 

The last innovative MuCtazilite school in ShiCism was introduced by the 
philosopher and astronomer Na~Ir al-Din al-TiisI (d. 672/1274). His 
positions as they appear from his ka.lam works, notably his Tajrld 
af-CAq;ICid, were shared by his contemporary Mitham b.Mitham al-
Bal)ranI (d.699/1300) and fully developed by his student al-CAJlama 
al-l:lillI in his numerous theological works . 

A number of important developments had occurred in Islamic thought 
during the centuries immediately preceding this last lmarnite MuCtazilite 
school which had a major impact upon their theology. 
In the realm of MuCtazilism, Abu 1-I;Iusayn al-Ba~rt (d. 436/1044) who 
was a student of the Qac.n CAbd al-Jabbar had developed independent 
theological views which set him apart from the school of Abu Hashim. 
Despite much criticism by the Bahshamiyya and later heresiographers that 
he introduced philosophy under the cover of ka.lam, Abu 1-Ijusayn 
al-Ba~rt's views were very successful to such an extent that his school 
could establish itself side by side with the Bahshamiyya. Eventually, his 
views survived longer than the teachings of the Bahsharniyya since they 
were adopted by some of the ZaydI MuCtazilites and, as will be seen later, 
to a much larger extent by the lmamite Muctazilites . 
The sources for the reconstruction of the theological views of Abu 
1-Ijusayn al-Ba~rt, whose entire ka.lam works are lost, are the writings of 
the later follower of his school Rukn al-Din Mal)mud b. al-Malal)imI (d. 
536/1141 ), the shorter Kitab al-ja:Jiq Ji u~iil al-din and the more 
extensive Kitab al-muctamadfiu~iil al-din which is only partly extant. A 
further valuable source is the Kitab al-kamil jf-1-istiq~a' ffma balaghana 
min ka.lam al-qudamaby TaqI al-Din al-NajranI (or: al-Bal)ranI) al-CAjaJI 
about whom no further biographical data are known. This work which 
highlights the differences between the Bahsharniyya and the school of 
Abo 1-l:fusayn al-Ba~rt was written between 535/1141and675/1276-7. 

Another development was the growing fascination among the different 
theologians with the philosophical thought of lbn Sina (d. 428/1037). 
Although the theologians traditionally opposed all those philosophical 
principles which disagreed with their theological views, they tended 
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nevertheless to adopt more and more the philosophical terminology and 
even elements of the philosophical teachings as long as they could 
possibly be brought into agreement with their theological principles. 
Abu 1-l:fusayn al-Ba~ri who seems to have studied with the Christian 
Abu CAli b. al-Saml:t philosophy and sciences was considered by later 
writers like al-Shahrast:ani and Ibn al-QiftI to have been deeply influenced 
by the concept of the philosophers although this view is disputed among 
modem scholars and certainJy requires further investigation. 
The influence of the philosophical tradition can easily be found in the 
work of Fakhr al-Din al-Razi (d. 606/1209) who is famous for having 
fully developed what had been initiated by his predecessor al-GhazalI (d. 
505/1111) and what Ibn Khaldun called the "method of the modems" 
(farlq al-muta~khkhirin) in AshCarite kalam through freely mixing 
philosophical and theological concepts and terminology. However, despite 
this adoption of elements of the philosophical tradition, al-Razi usually 
displays a highly critical attitude towards basic philosophical doctrines 
holding on to the traditional AshCarite views. An exception is his 
Kitiib al-mabii.!Ji.th al-mashriqiyya which he wrote in his youth and in 
which he usually follows the philosophical views of his teacher Abll 
B~rakat al-BaghdadI (d_ after 560/1152). 
A further peculiarity of the theology of al-Razi is that he often adopts the 
theological concepts of Abu 1-l;fusayn al-Ba~ri whereby he modifies and 
interprets them in such a way that they support the AshCarite rather than 
the Muctazilite point of view. 
The reason for this was that al-Razi at a relatively early stage of his life 
had spent some time in Khuwarazm which was the last remaining center 
of Muctazilism at his time where he engaged in theological discussions 
with Muctazilites, apparently with the explicit purpose of "converting" 
the Muctazilites to AshCarism. Since it is known that the school of Abu 
1-l:fusayn al-Ba~ri together with the Bahshamiyya was well-represented at 
al-Razi's time in Khuwarazm, al-RazI became on this occasion thoroughly 
acquainted with the doctrines of the school of Abu 1-l;fusayn al-Ba~ri. 

These developments had a major impact upon the theology of the Shi Cite 
theologians in the time of Na~ir al-Din al-TusI. They almost completely 
adopted the views of the school of Abu 1-l;fusayn al-Ba~ri in theological 
questions. On the other hand, however, they often substituted philoso-
phical terminology as used by al-RazI for the traditional MuCtazilite 
terminology in their theological writings. To a varying extent, they 
deviated also from the positions of the earlier Muctazilites when they 
adopted philosophical positions. The peak of this development was Na~Ir 
al-Din al-TusI who appeared in his various philosophical works as a 
consistent defender of Ibn Sina's philosophy and who substituted in his 
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theological work Tajrid a/-CAqiPi-d philosophy for the theological views 
where this did not interfere with theology, i.e. in the realm of physics and 
what is usually called the "subtleties of kalam" (lapPif al-kalam). 

Al-.E:IillI's writings are well suited for studying the theological views of the 
ShiCite Muctazilites in this period since he wrote a large number of 
theological works the majority of which is extant. This does not apply to 
Na~Ir al-Din al-Tiisi whose main importance as a writer lies in his 
philosophical and IsmaCili works rather than in his theological works and 
equally not to al-BaJ:irani whose only extant theological work is the 
concise Kitiib a/-Qaw;Wid ff q/m al-kalam. 
Among al-.E:Iilli's works on theology the most extensive one is the 
Kitiib Nihiiyat al-Marfim ff q/m al-kalam of which only very few 
manuscripts exist and which was apparently not often available to later 
scholars. Even the famous commentator of al-.E:IillI, al-Fae.Iii al-Miqdad 
al-Suyiirt (d. 826/1423), apparently had no copy. Other important works 
of al-.E:Ii.111 which he wrote at a very early stage of his scholarly career are 
especially his Kitiib Manahij al-Yaqtn.ff u~tll al-din. which was completed 
in 680/ 1281-2 and his /ltfaCfirij al-jahmfi sharl:i nu?tlm al-barahin which 
was compiled apparently even before the Manahij. At a later stage of his 
life, he wrote the shorter works Kitab Nahj al-Mustarshidin ff u~tll 

al-din which was completed in 699/1299-1300 and the Kitiib Taslik 
al-Nafs il.i f:n?irat al-quds which was completed in 704/1304-5. While 
al-.E:IillI often refrains in the Kitiib Taslik al-Najs from indicating his own 
position restricting himself to the presentation of the views of the different 
parties, he usually expresses his own view explicitly in his Kitiib Nahj 
al-Mustarshidin. During his stay at the court of the Ilkhan Uljaytu, which 
lasted roughly from 709/1309-10 until 714/1314-5 or even 716/1316-7, 
al-.E:Iilli wrote upon the request of Uljaytu a number of polemical works 
especially against the AshCarites . The most famous among these are the 
Kitiib Nahj al-Jfaqq wa-Kashf al-$idq and the Kitiib Minh4} al-Karfima 
ff 1-lmfima. These later works are in general not very helpful for the 
reconstruction of al-.E:IillI's theological views since his main concern in 
these works is with polemics rather than with the elaboration of his own 
position. 

Al-I;lim was fully acquainted with the above mentioned developments in 
Islamic thought which influenced his theology to a large extent. During 
his youth which he spent in al-.E:Iilla he was introduced to the earlier 
ShiCite kaliim literature by his father Sadid al-Din and the brothers Jamal 
al-Din b. Tawiis (d. 73/1274) and Rae.II al-Din b. al-Tawiis (d. 664/1266). 
At the latest during his stay at the Maragha observatory which was 
founded by Na~ir al-Din al-TiisI in 657/1258-9 during the reign of the 
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Ilkhan Hulakii, al-I;lilli became acquainted with the positions of the school 
of Abu 1-l;Iusayn al-Ba~rt. Al-I;lilli wrote a commentary after Na~Ir 
al-Din al-TusI's death on the latter's Tajrfd a/-CAqa-1'dwhich is influenced 
to a large extent by the doctrine of the school of AbU 1-l;Iusayn al-Ba~rt. 
Presumably, he met also Mttham b. Mttham al-Bal:rranI at the Maragha 
observatory who also usually preferred the positions of the school of Abu 
1-l;Iusayn al-Ba~rt in his theological work Kitiib al-QawiWid f f lilm 
al-kaliim. 
Especially from his kaliim work Maniihij al-Yaqin. f f u~ill al-din. it is 
evident that al-I;lilli must have had copies of Ibn al-MalaQimt's Kitiib 
al-Fa:Jiq and TaqI al-Din's Kitiib al-Kiimil since it is almost certain that 
he quotes from both works. 
Al-I;lil!I was furthermore acquainted with the theological and 
philosophical works of Fakhr al-Din al-Razi which he studied with his 
teacher al-Katibi al-Qazwini (d. 67511276) whom he likewise met at 
Maragha. 
During his stay at Maragha al-I;lilli received moreover his philosophical 
education under the supervision of Na~ir al-Din al-Tusi with whom he 
studied mainly the Jliihiyyat of the Kifab al-Shifa:J of lbn Sina and 
21-Katibi al-Qazwini who introduced him to the works of Athir al-Din 
MufacJcJal b. CUmar al-Abhart (d.663/1264) and MuJ:t. b. Namawar 
b. CAbd al-Malik al-Khunji (d.646/1247). On two of al-KatibI's works, 
the Risiila al-shamsiyya and the /:fikmat al-G:ryn, al-I;lillI wrote 
commentaries. 
He was probably at least to some extent acquainted with the mysticism of 
lbn al-CArabI (d. 638/1240) through his teacher Shams al-Din Mul:i. 
b. MuJ:t. b. AQmad al-Kishi (d. 695/1295-6) who was well-acquainted 
with the works of lbn al-CArabI and who was a Sufi himself and with the 
doctrine of illumination of al-SuhrawardI (d. 587/1191). Later authors 
attributed to al-I;filli a work entitled Shar(l f:likmat al-Ishraq by which the 
/:fikmat al-lshraq by al-SuhrawardI presumably is meant. However, 
al-I;lillI does not mention such a work in his own two lists of his works, 
one in his rijiil work Kitiib Khula{itlt al-Aqwiil, written in 693/1293-4, and 
the second in an ljiiza which he issued to his student Muhanna b. Sinan in 
702/1302-3. However, there are no indications that he incorporated any of 
the concepts or terminology of either lbn aJ-CArabI or al-Suhrawardi in 
his theological works . This development took place only two centuries 
later with lbn AbI al-Jumhllr al-Al:isa:li (d. 904/1499) who attempted a 
synthesis of the different currents. 
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3.2 

Al-I:Iilli follows in his views on theological matters usually the positions 
of the school of Abu 1-I;Iusayn al-Ba~ri . Exceptions are all those doctrines 
with regard to which the ShiCites disagreed traditionally with the 
Muctazilites and in regard to which al-I:lillt follows without exception the 
Shi Cite tradition. 
In contrast to the followers of AbU 1-I;Iusayn al-Ba~ri, notably Ibn 
al-Malfil:llmi and also Taqi al-Din, al-I;I.illi employs frequently 
philosophical terminology instead of the traditional kaliim terminology 
which was usually also employed by Fakhr al-Din al-RazL However, this 
usually does not lead to disagreements in content between al-l:[illt and the 
earlier followers of Abu l+lusayn al-Ba~ri. · 
Jn the following some examples will be given which will demonstrate the 
main theological issues in regard to which al-I:Iilli and the school of 
Abu 1-I;Iusayn al-Ba~ri disagreed with the Bahshamiyya. It will further be 
demonstrated in which way al-I:Iilli incorporated philosophical termino-
logy and concepts into the discussion. 
One of the chief points on which al -I:Iilli, following the school of AbU 
1-I;Iusayn al-Ba~ri, disagreed with the Bahshamiyya is the rejection of the 
notion of states (IJal, pl. af:rwal) which was introduced by Abu Hashim in 
order to conceptualize among other things the nature of the divine 
attributes. According to Abu Hashim essences (dhat, pl. dhawat) do not 
differ from another because of themselves but rather because of the 
attribute of essence (~fa dhatiyya/ ,'iijat al-dhat) which is necessarily 
attached to the essence. The same applies to God. God is God because of 
His attribute of essence. The attribute of essence entails necessarily a 
number of essential attributes (~fiit muqtaifat G:zn al-dhiit) as soon as the 
essence comes into existence. In the specific case of God, who is eternal , 
these essential attributes are His being knowing, powerful, existing and 
living. 
AI-I:Iilli, following the school of Abu 1-I;Iusayn al-Ba~ri , disagreed. 
Essences differ because of themselves and do not require any further 
attribute of essence. God's essence is thus by itself a distinctive essence 
(dhat mutamayyiza) which differs as such from all other essences. His 
being knowing, powerful, existing and living are consequently defined by 
al-I:Iillt as qualifications of God's distinctive essence by virtue of which 
He knows and is powerful etc. but not as states . Accordingly, al-I:Iilli 
rejected Abu Hashim's definition of God's being living as a state because 
of which it is possible for Him to know and to be powerful. He rather 
maintained that to be living means that it is not impossible for the living to 
be knowing and powerful . As for God's being existent, al-Billi similarly 
rejected Abu Hashim's position that this is an essential attribute which is 
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different from God's essence and maintained rather that God's existence is 
identical with His essence. 
Al-I:lilll, following again the school of Abii 1-I:Iusayn al-Ba~rt, adopted, 
however, Abii Ha.shim's answer to the question of how one knows God's 
attributes . Attributes are known by the distinguishing characteristic 
(!;ukm, pl. al}kam) which they bring forth . The capability to perform a 
well-wrought act, for instance, is the distinguishing characteristic of a 
knowing agent. However, in al-I:lilll's view the distinguishing charac-
teristic in regard to God points to a matter additional to His essence which 
exists only in man's imagination but which is in reality nothing but God's 
distinctive essence. In Abu Ha.shim's view, the distinguishing charac-
teristic points to a state (/;iii) of God. 

In regard to the attribute of God's being willing al-I:lilli similarly prefers 
the view of Abu l-I:Iusayn al-Ba~rt. Both theologians rejected the position 
of the Bahshamiyya according to which God's being willing is a state 
which is entailed through an entitative determinant (macna) which does 
not subsist in a substrate. Abu 1-l:Iusayn al-Ba~rt and al-I:lillI maintained 
rather that God can only insofar be said to be willing as He acts for a 
motive (daC1). When God knows that a certain act contains more benefit 
than harm, this knowledge is the motive which induces Him to act. There 
cannot be ascribed to God a will (irada) in addition to His motive. 
The question of man's will (irada) provides an example of how al-J:lillI 
followed in content the position of Abu 1-I:Iusayn al-Ba~rt while he 
substituted philosophical terminology for the traditional kalam termino-
logy. 
Abu l-I:Iusayn al-Ba~rt maintained that in the case of man will (irada) is 
not identical with the motive. Rather, when man develops the motive for a 
certain act, he generates in addition to the motive a longing 
(.talab/muffilaba) for this act. This longing is his will . Al-I~lillI expresses 
the same position whereby he employs the philosophical term of 
inclination (mayl) rather than longing (.talab) . With this, al-I:lillI follows 
clearly the position of Fakhr al-Din al-RazI who employed exactly the 
same terms in order to describe man's will. 

Another illustrative example in which al-I:lillI follows the position of Abu 
1-f:-lusayn al-Ba~rI but in regard to which he substitutes philosophical 
terminology for the kalam terminology concerns the question of God's 
knowledge about things prior to their existence. This question which was 
discussed already among the earliest theologians arose from the problem 
how God can be said to know a thing (shay) in the state of its 
nonexistence while shay is by definition something which exists . 
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The position of the school of AbU Hashim was that God's knowledge is 
always connected with the existence of the things, regardless if they 
already exist at a specific moment or not. I.e., prior to their existence God 
knows that they will exist in the future, after their occurence He knows 
that they exist now, and after they have passed into nonexistence He 
knows that they existed in the past. The main purpose ofthis solution was 
to avoid any change in God's essential attribute of being knowing. 
Abu 1-l;Iusayn al-Ba~ti disagreed. Although he affirmed that God is 
eternally knowing and that God knows everything perfectly in its reality 
and how it will be when it will exist, he maintained that once a thing 
occurs, the relation (taCalluq) between God's knowledge and the existence 
of the thing is initiated. Since this initiation was restricted to the relation 
between the divine knowledge and its object, Abu 1-l:fusayn al-Ba~ti could 
defend his view against the allegation that he allowed change in God's 
essential attribute of knowledge. Al-l:lillt adopted Abu 1-l;Iusayn al-Ba~rt's 
view but substituted the philosophical term i<f#"a for the term taCalluq as 
it was used by Abu 1-I:Iusayn al-Ba~ri. Al-l:lilli is moreover not only 
concerned, as it was the case with Abu 1-I:Iusayn al-Ba~ti, with the 
initiation of the relation between God's knowledge and its object at the 
moment of its occurence, but deals rather with every change which occurs 
to things. He maintains that every modification of a thing effects a 
corresponding change in the relation between God's knowledge and its 
object. The reason for this broader approach in the discussion is that 
al-I:Iilli's main concern in this question is the rejection of the position of 
those philosophers who restricted God's knowledge to universal matters to 
the exclusion of the particulars. With the help of this assumption, al-l;IillI 
attempts to refute their position. 

ln the realm of divine justice, al-l:lilll followed similarly in most points the 
doctrine of Abu 1-I:Iusayn al-Ba~rI. 
One of the views for which Abu 1-I:Iusayn al-Ba~ti was famous, mainly 
because of the distortion of his view in the presentation of Fakhr al-Din 
al-Razi, was the high importance he ascribed to the motive (daC1) in the 
process of the occurence of an act. Capability without a motive attached 
to it is insufficient for the occurence of an act. If a motive exists, 
however, the act necessarily takes place. Abu 1-I:Iusayn al-Ba~ti disagreed 
here with the view of the Bahshamiyya who held that capability as such is 
sufficient to bring forth an act. To this category of acts which occur 
without a motive belonged in their view e.g. unconscious acts like the 
movement or the speech of a sleeper. Abu 1-l:Iusayn al-Ba~ri maintained 
that even such acts must have a motive even though the agent may not be 
fully aware of it. 
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According to al-Razi, the position of Abu 1-lj.usayn al-Ba~rl is equivalent 
to determinism (jabr). He supported this judgement by two arguments . 
First, he rejected the terminology used by Abu 1-lj.usayn al-Ba~ri and his 
followers that with the occurence of a motive the act is more likely to 
occur (awla bi 1-wuquC). Al-Razi employs rather the philosophical 
terminology of contingency and argues that an act is a contingent matter 
which becomes necessary (wiijib) when its cause occurs. This is the case, 
according to al-Razi, when capability and motive for the act come 
together. Al-Razi's main argument, however, is that he maintained that the 
motive for an act is not generated by man but rather created by God. On 
the basis of these two assumptions he concluded that Abu 1-lj.usayn 
al-Ba~ri's view supported in fact his own view, i.e. that man's acts are 
subject to determinism (jabr). 

Al-~lilli followed Abu 1-lj.usayn al-Ba~rl in content, but employed the 
philosophical terminology as introduced by al-RazI in this discussion . 
Capability alone is insufficient to effect an act. When capability and 
motive come together, the act must necessarily occur. This definition rests 
like in the case of al-Razi on the assumption that an act is a contingent 
matter in the philosophical sense. However, al-lj.illI holds firm to the 
Muctazilite position of man's free choice in his acts when he outrightly 
rejects al-Razi's second argument that the motive for the act is created by 
God. He rather adheres to the traditional Muctazilite position that the 
motive for an act is generated by man only. 

In regard to the question of God's obligation to act in man's best interest 
al-lj.illi similarly agrees fully with the position of Abu 1-lj.usayn al-Ba~ri 
who took a position between the school of Baghdad who maintained that 
God is obliged to act for man's best interest in worldly and religious 
matters and between the school of Basra who restricted this obligation to 
religious matters. 
The same applies to the question of pain which is inflicted by God and the 
due compensation which God is obliged to render subsequently in regard 
to which the school of Abu 1-l:Iusayn al-Ba~rl disagreed with the 
Bahshamiyya concerning a number of minor aspects. Al-l:lillt follows 
with regard to these usually the views of the school of Abu 1-l:fusayn 
al-Ba~ri. 

Other points with regard to which al-lj.illi followed the positions of the 
school of Abu 1-l:lusayn al-Ba~rl are his rejection of the view of the 
Bahshamiyya that a thing can be asserted to be a thing in the state of its 
nonexistence. The assumption underlying the position of the Bahshamiyya 
was that the attribute of essence of a thing is prior to its existence. Since 
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al-l:lillt, as already mentioned, rejected the concept of the attribute of 
essence, he maintained that a thing can be asserted as a thing only when it 
becomes existent. 
Following this view, al-l:lilli agreed moreover with the position of Abu 
l-I:Iusayn al-Ba1;>rl that God does not Jet the human bodies pass away into 
nonexistence prior to their restoration (i C.fitia) at the Day of Judgement 
although He is able to do so. Since nonexistence is equivalent with the 
vanishing of the essences themselves it would be impossible to restore the 
individual essences for a second time. This, however, is necessary for all 
those who are entitled to reward or compensation or who deserve 
punishment in the Hereafter. 

AJ-l:filli agreed moreover with the school of Abu 1-l;lusayn al-Ba1;)ri when 
he categorically rejected the view of the Bahshamiyya that certain 
attributes are entailed by an entitative determinant (maCnii, pl. macam). 
While the Bahshamiyya defined for instance kawn as an entitative 
determinant which necessitates the atom's being in a particular position, 
al-l:filli maintained that kawn is the occurence of the atom itself in a 
particular position. The same difference applies to the variants of kawn 
which are motion, rest, contiguity (ijtima CJ and separation (iftiraq) . Other 
examples in regard to which the Bahshamiyya employed the concept of 
the entitative determinant are the attributes of life and power of a living 
being which are entailed by a determinant which subsists in some parts of 
the body and which entails a state of the total composite and of the 
specific part of the body in which the determinants subsist. AJ-l:filli, in 
contrast, defined a being's being living and powerful simply as the 
distinctive structure (binya makh~u!j(l) of the being which is as such living 
and powerful without any need for a determinant. 

In the realm of physics, al-l:filli and the school of Abu 1-l;lusayn al-Ba1;>rl 
rejected the view of Abu Hashim and his followers that an accident might 
not subsist in a substrate (liifi maf:xzll) . The Bahshamiyya who affirmed 
this possibility enumerated among the accidents which belong to this 
category God's will (ir.fitla) and hate (kariiha) and the accident of passing 
away (jana:J) which entails the annihilation of all bodies and which itself 
is not enduring. Moreover, al-l:filli and the school of Abu 1-l;lusayn 
al-Ba1;)rl denied the possibility that an accident may subsist in two 
substrates . This possibility was asserted by the Bahshamiyya for the 
accident of composition (ta:J/!f) which subsists in two substrates with the 
result that these two substrates tum out to be like one substrate. 
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3.3 

Having described al-l:lilli's theological positions in some detail, some 
remarks will now follow about the degree to which he was influenced by 
the philosophical tradition in his theological works which led to 
disagreement between him and the earlier Muctazilites. 
Before going into detail, it should be pointed out that al-l:lilli was not only 
well-trained in philosophy but he also wrote himself a number of 
philosophical works. Unfortunately, only four of his philosophical 
writings are partly extant. His Kitiih al-asrar al-khafiyya which he wrote 
among his first works was completed in 690/1291. His Kitiih fr/alJ 
al-maq~d, completed in 694/1294-5, which belongs likewise to the early 
period of his activities as an author is a commentary on al-KatibI al-
QazwlnI's Kitiih Jji.kmat al-CAyn. From among his later philosophical 
works, only a small portion of his Kitiih Kashf al-Khafa min Kitiih 
al-Shifa:J is extant which he completed in 717/1317-8. Another 
philosophical work which is extant is his Kitiih Marfi..'lid al-Tadqiq 
wa-Maqii$id al-Taf:qfq. In addition to these works, we have the titles of 
about ten more works which al-l:lilli wrote on philosophy. As far as the 
titles indicate, the majority of them is concerned with the philosophy of 
Ibn Sina, especially the Kitiih al-Jsharii.t wa-1-Tanbihii.t about which 
al-l:lilli appears to have written a number of commentaries and supercom-
mentaries . He further appears to have written commentaries on the Kitiih 
al-Talwfl}ii.t of al-SuhrawardI and the Kitiih al-Mulakhkha$ of Fakhr 
al-Din al-Raz!. From his extant works, especially his Kitiih al-Asrar al-
khafiyya, one gets the impression that al-I:filli's general attitude towards 
the positions of the philosophers was very critical whenever their views 
disagreed with al-J-:-IilH's theological views. However, since so few of his 
philosophical works are extant, this impression may not be representative 
for his general attitude during his later life. 

As for the question to which extent he adopted philosophical concepts in 
his theological works, the following selected examples which are not 
meant to cover all aspects in which al-l:lilli chose philosophical positions 
will be based mainly in his early work Kitiih Maniihij al-Yaqfn and his 
relatively late work Kitiih Nahj al-Mustarshidin. 
Al-l:lilli substituted the philosophical subdivision of existent matters into 
necessary (w;!jib), contingent (mumkin) and impossible (mumtanaC) for 
the theological one which distinguishes between eternal (qadim) and 
created in time (IJiidith). God is for him thus the necessarily existent 
(w;!jib al-wujUd) who is as such necessary by himself (w;!jib li-dhii.tihi) 
while everything other than God is contingent by itself (mumkin 
li-dhatihi) and necessary or impossible because of something else (w;ijib 
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li-ghayrihil mumtanac li-ghayrihi) . This leads him to disagree with the 
earlier Muctazilites in regard to a number of points. The school of Basra 
maintained that a body requires an effector only for its occurence 
(f;udiith) . Once it has gained existence, this body will continue to exist 
without requiring any longer its effector. Al-I:lillI disagreed. Since a body 
like anything else other than God is by itself contingent and necessary 
through a cause other than it, the occurence of the body does not modify 
the body's basic characteristic of being in itself contingent. Therefore, the 
continuing existence of the body which is defined as a state of the body 
being necessary by something other than itself, i.e. its effector, requires an 
effector in the same way as the initial occurence did. 
Moreover, the theologians usually denied that an agent, including God, 
may annihilate anything. Power, in their view, is by definition only related 
to the production (!}ad) of something. The annihilation of something can 
therefore be achieved only by way of producing the opposite of a thing 
because of which the thing in question consequently passes away into 
nonexistence. Al-I:[illI denies this limitation of power. Since existence and 
nonexistence are equally related to a contingent matter, a powerful agent 
may to the same degree either cause the existence or the nonexistence of 
a thing. 

With the adoption of the philosophical differentiation between existence of 
a matter as a picture in the intellect (wujild dhihnJ) which is not linked to 
its existence in reality and the actual occurence of the thing in the external 
world (wujild khanj1), al-I:lillt was able to avoid the long dispute among 
the theologians how it is possible to speak about something nonexistent. 

Al-I:lillt adopts further Ibn Stna's understanding of essence (mahiyya) and 
existence (wujild) . With regard to God, al-I:lillt maintains that essence and 
existence are identical. In regard to anything other than God, al-I:lillt 
considers essences as concepts which are neither existent nor nonexistent. 
When existence is attached to them, samples of essences occur in the 
external world. 

In contrast to Na~tr al-Din al-TOst's usage in his Tajrid a/-CAqa:.Jid, 
al-I:lillt does not adopt the philosophical concept of jawhar as substance 
which exists in no subject (maw) i1d la ff mawifiiC) and accidents ( Caracj, 
pl. aCraif) which exist in a subject (mawjild f f mawifiiC). Rather, he 
defined jawhar in the traditional theological way as an atom which 
occupies space (mutaf:nyyiz ) and which cannot be devided and he defined 
an accident accordingly as that which inheres in something that occupies 
space (f:nll fi-1-mutaf:nyyiz ). Among the accidents, he enumerates those 
which where traditionally accepted by the theologians excluding the 
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passing away (jana:l) and composition (ta:J/!f) for the above mentioned 
reasons. 
However, despite this traditional theological approach, there are a number 
of details in al-l:fillI's views about atoms and accidents where he was 
nevertheless influenced by the views of the philosophers. This shall be 
demonstrated with the help of some examples. 
Al-l:lillI allows for instance that an accident may subsist in an accident 
(qiyam al-Caraif bi-1-Carac/) which was unanimously rejected by all 
theologians with the exception of the early Muctazilite MuCammar 
b. CAbbad al-SulamI (d. 215/830), but which was generally accepted 
among the philosophers. In order to support this view, al-l;lillI refers to 
the example which was usually offered by the philosophers. Speed 
(surCa) and slowness (bufii:l) are accidents which subsist in motion which 
is similarly an accident. Having accepted this principle, al-l:fillI is able to 
define a letter (f:nrj) similarly to the philosophers as an accident which 
subsists in the accident voice (~t) while the earlier theologians defined a 
letter usually as a kind (fins) or part (juz:l) of the voice. 

As for the attribute of colour (lawn), al-l:fillI does not follow the view of 
the Bahshamiyya that there are five simple pure kinds of colours, namely 
black, white, red, green and yellow, but he follows in his Kitab Nahj al-
Mustarshidin the position of the bulk of the philosophers that the only 
real pure colours are white and black while all other colours occur 
because of different mixtures of these two colours . In his Kitab Man/ihij 
al-Yaqfn al-l:fillI refrains from taking a position about this question. 

4. 

It seems, therefore, that al-l:fillt's main importance in his theological 
writings lies in the development of the "method of the modems" which had 
been introduced into ShiCite theology by Na~tr al-Din al-Tusi. For the 
fusion of the philosophical and the theological system which reached its 
peak two centuries later with the work of lbn Abi Jumhur al-AQsa::>J:, it 
seems that Na~Ir al-Din al-TusI was of far greater importance since he 
went much further than al-I:IillI in his adoption of the philosophical 
system in his theological works. lt is moreover evident that Na~Ir al-Din 
al-Tusi's philosophical works were much more widely read by later 
scholars than the philosophical writings of al-l:lillt, most of which are lost 
and only one of which has been edited so far. Al-l:lilll's theological works 
were in contrast considered by later scholars as authoritative theological 
works. 
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Alphabetical List of al-l:lilli's Works 

(1) al-Abl}iilh al-mufldafltaN11 al-Caqida (theology) 
Numerous manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(2) lthbat al-rajCa 
A manuscript is known to be extant. 

(3) al-ljaza Ii- CAlf b. IsmaC11 b. Ibrahim b. Futi1{1 al-Gharawf 
No manuscript known. 

(4) al-ljaza li-Taqf al-Din Ibrahim b. al-ljusayn b. CA/i al-Amuli 
No manuscript known. 

(5) al-ljaza Ii-Taj al-Din lfasan b. al-/fusayn b. al-!fasan 
al-Sirfhshanawf al-Kashani 
No manuscript known. 

(6) al-ljaza Ii-Taj al-Din Ma{mrild b. al-Mawla Zayn al-Din 
Muf:Xlmmad b. al-Qa<jf CAbd al-Wal}id al-Raz! 
Editions: MuJ:tammad Baqir al-Majlisl, Bi{1fir al-anwar. 
Edited by Jawad al-CAlawl et al. Tehran: al-Maktaba al-islamiyya, 107:142. 

(7) ljaza thaniya li-Najm al-Din Muhanna:J b. Sinan b. CAbd al-Wahhfb 
al-/:fusayni al-Madan! 

Editions: in al-Majlisl,Bil}ar, 107:147-149; 
in J::Iasan b. Yusuf b. al-Mutahhar al-J::Iilli, Ajwibat al- masa0/ al-muhanna0yya, 
Qum: al-Khayyam, 1401H, 155-157 

(8) al-ljaza Ii.Jamal al-Din Abt al-Fut ill] Al]mad b. al-Shaykh Abt CAbd Allah 
Balkil b. Abi Talib b. CA/i al-Awl 
Editions: in 1::£. CA. Mal:ifii?-, "Nafa)is al-makhMat fi Tran", 19-20. 

(9) al-ljaza Ii-Rashid al-Din CAlf b. Mu(Xlmmad al-Rashid al-Awf 
No manuscript known. 

(10) al-ljaza li-Siraj al-Din lfasan b. Baha:Ja/-Din Mu(Xlmmad b. Abial-Majd 
al-Sirtbshanawf 
No manuscript known. 

(11) al-ljaza Ii-Shara/ al-Din Jfasayn b. Mu{nmmad b. CAlf a/-CAlawf 
al-lfusayni al-Tilsf 
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Editions: in MuJ:tammad Mul)sin Agha Buzurg al-Tihraru,Tabaqat aqam al-sh!Ca 
Beirut: Dar al-kitab al-Carabl. 5:58-9 

( 12) al-ljaza li-l)iya:J al-Din Abi Mu(Xlmmad H firiln b. Najm al-Din al-lfasan b.al-Amfr 
Shams al- Din CAlf b. al-lfasan al-Tabar! 
No manuscript known. 

(13) al-ljtiza li-Cfzz al-Din al-f-fusayn b. Ibrahim b. Yalya al-Astartbali 
No manuscript known. 

(14) al-lj:iza al-kabira Ii-Ban! Zuhra 
Editions: in al-Majlisl, Bi{1ar, 107:60-13 7. 
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(15) al-ljaw al-kabira li-Najm al-Din Muhanna:J b. Sinan b. CAbd al-Wahhfh 
al-Ijusayni al-Madani 
Editions: in al-Majlisr, BiJ;ar, 107:143-146; 
al-ljilli, Ajwiba, 114-117. 

(16) al-ljaza li-MuJ:nmmad b. IsmaC11 b. al-Ijusayn b. al-!fasan b. CAlf al-Harqali 
No manuscript known. 

(17) al-ljaza li-Mal}miid b. MuJ:nmmad b. Yar 
No manuscript known. 

(18) al-ljii:za li-Qu.tb al-Din MuJ:nmmad b. MuJ:nmmad al-Razi al-Buwayhi 
Editions: al-Majlisi, Bif;iir, 107: 138-141. 

(19) Ajwibat masa:Jil Ibn Zuhra 
Several manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(20) Ajwibat al-masa:Jil al-fiqhiyya 
Several manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(21) Ajwibat al-masa:Jil al-muhanna:Ji"yya 
(a collection of answers on a variety of topics) 
Numerous manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(12) al-AdCiya al-fakhira al-manqiila Can al-A :Jimma al-_t:ihira 
No manuscript known. 

(23)ArbaCfn mas:Jalaffusiil al-din (theology) 
A manuscript is known to be extant. 

(24) lrshiid al-adhhan ff a{1kam al-Iman (law) 
Editions: together with al-Ardabllr's MajmiJCat al-fa:Ji·da wa-1-burhan. 
Qum, 1403/4H. 

(25) lstiq~a:J al-Nibarff taf:xJiq ma cani al-akhbar 
(also: lstiq~:Ja/-iqjbarfi taf;rir macani al-akhbar) (traditions) 
No manuscript known. 

(26) lstiq~:Ja/-napr ff l-ba{th Can al-qacja:J wa-l-qadar (theology) 
Editions: edited by CAll al-Khaqanr al-Naja£. Najaf, 1354/1935. 

(27) al-Asrar al-khafiyya ff 1- Cul tim al- Caqliyya (philosophy) 
Several manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(28) al-lshiiriit ila macani al-ishariit (philosophy) 
No manuscript known. 

(29) al-Alfayn al-fiiriq bayn al-~idq wa-l-mayn (theology) 
Editions: edited by l:lusayn al-ACJami. Beirut: Mu:iassasat al-ACJami, 1402/1982. 

(30) Anwar al-malakilt ff sharf; al-yaqi11 (theology) 
Editions: edited by MuJ:iammad Zanjanr. Intisharat-i Danishgah-i Tehran, no.543. 
Tehran: Tehran University Press, 1338H. 
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(31) l<jiiiJ al-ishtibahff asm/P al-ruwiif (biographic work) 
Editions: Tehran, 1318H. 

(32) NiiiJ al-ta/bis ff kaltim al-ra:>Js (philosophy) 
No manuscript known. 

(33) l<jiiiJ mukhtil.afat al-sunna (traditions) 
Several manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(34) lrjiiiJ al-mu Crjilat min shariJ al-ishariif (philosophy) 
No manuscript known. 

(35) lrjiiiJ al-maqa~id ff shariJ (zikmat Cayn al-qawaC,"d (philosophy) 
Editions: edited by CA. Munzawi. Tehran, 1378/1959. 

(36) al-Bih al-l;tidi Cashar fima yajibu Ca/a cammat al-mukallafin 
min ma C,·ifat u~iil al-din (being the llth chapter ofno.110) (theology) 

Editions: together with the commentaries al-Ni!(iC yawm al-(Xlshr 
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by al-Miqdad al-Suyurl and MiftiilJ al-Bih by Abu 1-Fatf:i b. Makhdum al-J:lusayru. 
Edited by Mahdi Mu!)aqqiq. Wisdom of Persia, no.38. Tehran 1365/1986. 
Translations: English: al-Bihu 'l-f:ltidi CAshar. A Treatise on the Principles 
ofShiCite Theology. Translated by W.M.Miller. 
London: The Royal Asiatic Society, 1928. 

(37) Basf al-ishtirat (philosophy) 
No manuscript known. 

(38) Basf al-ki!fiya (grammar) 
No manuscript known. 

(39) Tabsirat al-mu ta Callimin ff al;kam al-din (law) 
Editions: Tehran: al-Maktaba al-islamiyya, 1372H. 

(40) TafJrir al-abl;iithfi maCrifat al-Ciiliim al-thaliitha (philosophy) 
No manuscript known. 

(41) TaiJrir al-aiJktim al-sharCiyya Cala madhhab al-imtimiyya (law) 
Editions: Tehran, 1314/1896 

(42) Taf:1SJ1 al-mulakhkha~ (philosophy) 
No manuscript known. 

( 43) Tadhkirat al-fuqaha:> Cala talkhi~ fattiw f al- Ciilama:>(law) 
Editions: Tehran: al-Maktaba al-Murta<;tawiyya, Tehrnn 1984 
(repr. of the 1388/1968 edn.) 

(44) Taslik al-adhhtin ila af)kam al-Iman (law) 
No manuscript known. 

(45) Taslik al-a.fhamfi macrifat al-af)ktim (law) 
No manuscript known. 

(46) Taslik al-nafs ila f:Xl1irat al-quds (theology) 
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Numerous manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(47) a/-Taqim al-thani(also: a/-Taqim al-tamm) (philosophy) 
No manuscript known. 

(48) Talkhi~ al-maramff maCrifat al-af;kam (law) 
Several manuscripts are known to be extant. 
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(49) al-Tanasub bayn al-AshCariyya wa-l-firaq al-siifis.f.a0yya (theology) 
No manuscript known. 

(50) TanqilJ al-abJ;ath ff 1- Ci;/ ilm al-thalatha (philosophy) 
No manuscript known. 

(51) Tanqil; qawaCid al-din al-ma:Jkhiidha Can al-A 0mma a/-fahirin 
(also: Tanqil; qawaCid al-din al-ma:Jkhiidha Can Al Yasin and 
Tanqil; al-qawaCid al-ma:Jkhiidha 
Can kit.V al-durr wa-1-marjtin ff l-alJfrlith a/-sil;al; wa-l-f;Jistin) (traditions) 
No manuscript known. 

(52) TahdhiO al-nafs ff maCrifat al-madhahib al-khamsa (law) 
No manuscript known. 

(33) Tahdh10 al-wu~iil ila Cilm al-u~iil (legal methodology) 
Editions: edited by CAbd al-f:Iusayn al-Baqqal. 
Najaf: al-Adah, 1970. 

(54) Jaw.V al-su:Jaf Can f;Jikmat al-naskhfi 1-alJkam al-ilahiyya (theology) 
No manuscript known. 

(55) Jawahir al-ma/.alib ff fat;Ja0/ Amir al-mu :Jminin C./tlf b. Abi Talib 
(on the virtues of the Imam CAlJ) 
No manuscript known. 

(56) al-Jawhar al-na<jidfi sharlJ kit.V al-tajrid (logic) 
Editions: edited by Mul)sin Baydarfar. Tehran: httisharat-i Baydar, 1363sh. 

(57) l:fashiyat talkhi~ al-af;kam (law) 
No manuscript known. 

(58) /:fall al-mushkilat min kit.V al-talwil;at (philosophy) 
No manuscript known. 

(59) Khu/a~! al-aqwa/ ff ma Crifat al-rija/ (biographic work) 
Editions: edited by Mul)ammad ~adiq Bal)r al-CU!um. Najaf: al-f:Iaydariyya, 1972. 

(60) al-Khula~fiu~iil al-din (theology) 
No manuscript known. 

(61) al-Durr al-makniinfi shar~ial-qaniin (grammar) 
No manuscript known. 
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(62) al-Durr al-makniinft Cilm al-qiiniin (logic) 
No manuscript known 

(63) al-Durr wa-1-mmjiinft 1-a(ladith al-~if:Jiif:J wa-l-(lisiin (traditions) 
No manuscript known. 

(64) al-Risiila al-sa'1:/iyya (theology) 
Editions: in Kalimiit al-muf:Xlqqiqin (Tehran, 1315/1898), 338-379. 

(65) Risiila ft adab al-baf:th al-mukhta~r 
Several manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(66) Risiila fibu.diin al-jabr (theology) 
No manuscript known. 

(67) Risala ff taJ:XJiq maCnii al-Iman (theology) 
No manuscript known. 

(68) Risiila ff khalq al-a Cmiil (theology) 
No manuscript known. 

( 69) Ris iila fr su :>iiJayn sa :Jala Can hum ii al-Khwiija Rashid al-Din (theology) 
Editions: inFarhang-i iriinzamin 19 (1952):106-117. 

(70) Ris::fiafil-mawiirith (legal treatise) 
A manuscript is known to be extant. 

(71) Risalaftwifjib al-iCtiqad CaliijamfCa/-Cibad (theology) 
Editions: together with al-Miqdad al-Suyiili's /ctimad ft shar(l wiijib al-ictiqad, 
in Kalimiit al-muf:Xlqqiqin (Tehran, 1315/1897), 380-422. 

(72) Risalafiwifjibiit a/-J:njj wa-arkiinihi min diin dhikr al-adCiya wa-l-mustaf:Xlbbiit 
(law) 
No manuscript known. 

(73) Shar(l (likmat al-ishraq (mysticism) 
Several manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(74) al-Risala al-Cizziyya 
No manuscript known. 

(75) Ghiiyat al-i(lkam ft la~(ll(J talkhi~ al-mar am (law) 
No manuscript known. 
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(76) Ghiiyat al-wu~iil wa-i<}iif:J al-subulft shar(l mukhta~r muntahii al-su:>aJ. wa-l-amal 
(legal methodology) 
Numerous manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(77) QawaC,"d al-a(lkiim ft ma Crifat al-J:nliil wa-l-J:nriim (law) 
Editions: Qum, 1984 (Repr. of the 131511898 edn.) 

(78) al-Qawac;d al-jaliyyaft shar(rnl-ris::fia al-shamsiyya (logic) 
Editions: Edited by Faris al-l:lassiin (forthcoming) 

(see Turiithuna, 17 (1409):243-4). 
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(79) QawiiCid wa-maqii~id ff 1-man_tiq wa-l-fabiCf wa-l-iliihi (philosophy) 
No manuscript known. 

(80) al-Qawl al-wajfz fitafsir al-Qur:Jan al-Caziz 
(also: al-Sirr al-wajfz ff tafsir al-Qur:Jiin al-Caziz) (exegesis) 
No manuscript known. 

(81) Kiishif al-astiir ff sharfJ kashf al-asriir 
(also: Kash/ al-astiir ff shariJ kashf al-asriir) (logic) 
No manuscript known. 

(82) Kash/ al-talbis wa-bayan sayr al-ra:Jfs 
(also: Kash/ al-ta lb is ff bay an sayr a/-ra:Jfs) (philosophy) 
No manuscript known. 

(83) Kash/ al-khafii:J min kitiD al-shifii:J(philosophy) 
A manuscript is known to be extant. 

(84) Kash/ al-fawii:Jid Calii J<jiif:i mii ishtamalat Calayhi al-risiila al-mawsilma 
bi-qawiiCid al- 'Gqii:Jid (theology) 
Editions: in Majmii'Gt rasii:Jil (Tehran: Maktabat Ayat Allah al-C~ma 
al-MarCashJ al-Najafi, 1404H.), 2-97 

(115) Kash/ al-muriidff shar(1 tajrid al-i'hqiid (theology) 
Editions: Saida: Ma!baCat al-Cillan 1353/1934; 
Qum: al-Maktaba al-Mustawfiyya, n.d. 

(86) Kasf?f al-mushkiliit min kitih al-talwif:iiil (philosophy) 
No manuscript known. 

(87) Kash/ al-maqiil ff ma Crifat al-njiil (biographic work) 
No manuscript known. 

(88) Kash/ al-makniin min kitiD al-qiiniin (grammar) 
No manuscript known. 

(89) Kash/ al-yaqfn ff fa<jii:Jil Amir al-mu :Jminfn 
(on the virtues of the Imam CAJJ) 
Editions: Najafn.d. 

(90) Lubb al-(7ikma (philosophy) 
No manuscript known. 

(91) al-Mabii(Iith: arbaCiJn mas~lafiu~ill al-din (theology) 
A manuscript is known to be extant. 

(92) al-Mabiif:iith al-saniyya wa-l-mu cara<jiit al-na~fn'yya (theology) 
No manuscript known. 

(93) Mabiidi:J al-wu~iil ilii Cilm al-u~iil (legal methodology) 
Editions: edited by CAbd al-J:!usayn Mul)ammad b. CAJJ al-Baqqal. 
Najaf: al-A.dab, 1390/1970. 
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(94) Mul)akam:it bayn shurraJ:1 al-ishar:it (philosophy) 
No manuscript known. 

(95) Mukhta(>Or sharl) nahj al-baliigha (also: Mukhta(>Or nahj al-balagha) 
A manuscript is known to be extant. 

(96) Mukhtalaf al-shiCa ff al)kam al-shariCa (law) 
Editions: Tehran, 1322-24/1905-6 

(97) Madank al-al)kam (law) 
No manuscript known. 

(98) Marasid al-tadqiq wa-maqa~id al-taJ:qiq (philosophy) 
A manuscript is known to be extant. 

(99) Ma~ti:Jil) al-anwar (traditions) 
No manuscript known. 

(100) al-Mafiilib al-Caliyya ff ma Cnfat al-Carabiyya 
(also: al-Mafiilib al-Caliyyaff Cj/m al-Carabiyya) (grammar) 
No manuscript known. 

( 101) Ma C;irij al-fahm ff sharl) al-nuplm (theology) 
Numerous manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(102) al-Maqa~id al-wi!fiya bi-fawa:Jid al-qanun wa-l-k¥'iya (grammar) 
No manuscript known. 

(103) al-Muqaddimafil-kalam (theology) 
Several manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(104) Maq(>Od al-wa,silinff u~iil al-din (also MuCfaqad al-wa~ilin) (theology) 
No manuscript known. 

(105) al-Muqawam:it al-!1ikmiyya (philosophy) 
No manuscript known. 

(I 06) Mukiitaba bayn a/-CAflama al-Jjilliwa-1-Qaifi al-Bayifawi (law) 
Editions: in Mul)sin al-Amin al-CAmili, A cyan al-shiCa 
Damascus, 1946-1982, 24:237-9. 

(107)Manahij al-yaqinffu~ul al-din (theology) 
Editions: Bombay, 1298H. 

( 108) Munt aha al-ma.dab ff taJ:qiq al-madhhab (law) 
Editions: Tehran, 1333/1915. 
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(109) Muntaha al-wu~ul ila Cjfmay al-kalam wa-l-usiJ/. (theology/ legal methodology) 
Several manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(110) Minh a; al-sal;il)ff ikhti~ar al-mi~;il) (law) 
Numerous manuscripts are known to be extant. 
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(111) Minhajfi manasik al-J;njj (legal work) 
A manuscript is known to be extant. 

(112) Minh/jj al-karama ff maCrifat al-imama (theology) 
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Editions: in Minhiij al-sunna al-nabawiyya, by lbn Taymiyya 
(edited by Rashid Salim, Cairo: 1962/64), introduction, 77-202. 

(113) Minhiij al-hidtiya wa-miCrtij al-dirtiya ff Cilm al-kalam 
(also: Minhiij al-hidtiya wa-maCiirij al-hidtiya) (theology) 
No manuscript known. 

(114) Nu1iim a/-bariihinflu~ul al-din (theology) 
Numerous manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(115) al-Nukat al-badiCa ff taf;rk al-dhariCa (legal methodology) 
No manuscript known. 

(116) Nihtiyat al-ilJkiimfi maCnfat alJkiim (law) 
Numerous manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(117) Nihtiyat al-maramfi Ci/m al-kaliim (theology) 
Several manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(118) Nihtiyat al-wu~ul ilii Cilm al-u~ul (legal methodology) 
Numerous manuscripts are known to be extant. 

(119) Nahj al-imiinfitafsir al-Qur:Jtin (exegesis) 
No manuscript known. 

(120) Nahj al-J;nqq wa-kashf al-~idq (theology) 
Editions: edited by Faraj Allah al-J:lusayni and Riga al-~adr. 
Beirut, 1982. 

(121) Nahj al-Cirfiinfi Cilm al-miziin (logic) 
No manuscript known. 

(122) Nahj al-mustarshidinfiu~ul al-din (theology) 
Editions: together with lrshad al-pfiibin ilii nahj al-mustarshidin by 
al-Miqdad al-Suyuri; 
edited by Mahdi al-Rajaru. Min makh~u~at maktabat Ayat Allah al-MarCasru 
al-Camma no. 10. Qum: Maktabat Sayyid al-shuhada:l, 1405H. 

(123) Nahj al-wu~iil ilti Cilm al-u~ul (legal methodoly) 
No manuscript known. 

(124) Nahf al-waddiilJfi l-alJadith al-,si(1iilJ (traditions) 
No manuscript known. 

(125) al-Niir al-mushriq ff Cilm al-man.tiq (logic) 
No manuscript known. 

(126) Wtijib wucjiP wa-1-~ltit (also: Wiijibat al-wucjii~ (law) 
No manuscript known. 
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Further Readings: 

Al-E;IilH, l:lasan b. Yusuf b. al-Mu!ahhar. Al-Babu 'l-Ijfidf CAshar. 
A Treatise on the Principles of Shi Cite Theology. 
Translated by W. M. Miller. London: The Royal Asiatic Society, 1928. 
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Iqbal, CAbbas. Khiinadiin-i Nawbakhti. Iranian Culture and Literature, 
no. 43. Tehran: Tahurl, 1966. 

Laoust, H. "La critique du sunnisme clans la doctrine d'al-E;IillL" Revue 
des etudes islamiques 34 (1966): 35-60. 
- , "Les fondaments de l'Imamat clans le Minhag d'al-f:lillL" 
Revue des etudes islamiques 46 (1978): 3-55. 

McDermott, M.J. The Theology of al-Shaikh al-Muffd (d. 41311022). 
Recherches. Nouvelle Serie: A. Langue arabe et pensee islamique, vol. 
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1976), 147-56. Aix-en-Provence, 1978. 

- , "Imamism and Muctazilite Theology." In Le Sh!Cisme imamite, edited 
by T. Fahd, 13-29. Collogue du Centre d'etudes superieures specialise 
d'histoire des religions de Strasbourg. Paris: Presses Universitaires de 
France, 1970. (Reprinted in Religious Schools and Sects in Medieval 
Islam. Edited by W.F. Madelung. London: Variorum Reprints, 1985). 

- , "Religiose Literatur in arabischer Sprache: Der Kalam." In Grundrij3 
der Arabischen Philologie, edited by Helmut Gatje, 2:326-37. 
Wiesbaden: Reichert, 1987. 
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Wiesbaden: Reichert, 1987. 
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